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ECJ decision in the Jäger case (C-256/06)

On 17 January 2008 the ECJ held that specific German inheritance tax and valuation
provisions, according to which foreign property in the form of agricultural land and
forestry is higher valued and taxed than comparable domestic property, are in breach
of the free movement of capital.

The plaintiff, Mr. Jäger, a French resident individual, inherited in 1998 his mother´s
estate. The estate contained land situated in France which was used for agriculture
and forestry. Due to his mother´s residence in Germany, the inherited French property
was not only taxable in France but also in Germany. For German inheritance tax
purposes agricultural land situated in Germany would be valued with only 10% of its
fair market value, the heir would get a special tax-free amount and the remaining
value would be assessed at 60%. In contrast to this assessment, the French
agricultural land has been valued with its full fair market value, the heir has got no
special tax-free amount and the ´remaining´ value has been assessed at 100%.
Although the French inheritance tax was partly credited against the German
inheritance tax, the different assessment of foreign and domestic agricultural land
resulted in a higher inheritance tax for Mr. Jäger. Therefore, the Federal Finance
Court referred to the ECJ (see NA 2007 - 029).

At first the ECJ stated that an inheritance involving a transfer of assets from one
person to another is a movement of capital that falls within the scope of this
fundamental freedom. Because the inheritance tax on foreign assets is higher and
reduces the value of the inheritance much more than the tax on domestic assets, it
restricts the free movement of capital.

The ECJ then rejected the argument that the different assessment could be
compatible with EC-Law as it distinguishes between situations which are not
objectively comparable. The Court pointed out that concerning inheritance tax
purposes the situation of Mr. Jäger is comparable to that of any other heir who
inherited domestic assets.

At last, the ECJ checked if the restriction could be justified by an overriding reason in
the general interest. The Court acknowledged in principle the public interest of a
reduced tax burden in order to support the heir to carry on with the activities of
agricultural and forestry establishments and to preserve jobs. As these objectives do
not only apply to domestic but also to foreign establishments, the ECJ denied a
justification of this unequal treatment.

The decision of the ECJ can be equally applied to the inheritance of foreign business
enterprises and qualifying participations in foreign corporations, which are actually
also valued and taxed differently than domestic ones for inheritance tax purposes.
Please note that the mere partial offsetting of the French tax was no matter of
question.
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